
Clinical and histopathological features of lipoblastoma 

Figure 2
• In concurrence with literature on lipoblastoma, our study reflected its 

occurrence being in early childhood and infancy, and added to data 
from recent case reports about lipoblastoma being reported in 
adolescence and adulthood .Our study also concurred with other 
demographic data about sex, race, histological and cytogenic 
findings, effectiveness of diagnostic imaging modalities, and 
anatomic site predominance. Unusual sites included the inguinal 
region as well as a case of lipoblastomatosis in the ischiorectal 
fossa bilaterally.

• While most prior studies report a tumor size of <5 cm, 50% of the 
tumors in our study were larger, with a mean size of 6.1. This may 
be a function of late presentation to our institution owing to tertiary 
referral structure and socioeconomic situation. 

• Unlike liposarcoma, lipoblastomas do not commonly display 
cytologic atypia or mitoses, which is reflected in our study. 

• Our study also reflected the documentation of higher recurrence 
rates in cases of diffuse lipoblastomatosis, where the 1 patient that 
experienced a recurrence had lipoblastomatosis.  

Discussion

• Lipoblastoma is a rare neoplasm that generally presents in early 
childhood and infancy. Our review broadens the age range that is 
considered typical for lipoblastoma, with 20% of cases being 
diagnosed in the second decade of life and beyond; therefore, 
age is not a decisive diagnostic benchmark for exclusion of 
lipoblastoma. It has a male and Caucasian predilection. 

• Imaging modalities especially MRI, while beneficial for surgical 
planning and differentiation between other soft tissue tumors and 
lipoblastomas, is ineffective in determining a definite diagnosis. 
Histopathologic and cytogenic findings are required for diagnosis.

• Curative treatment involves total surgical excision without 
conceding function, due to the tendency of lipoblastomas to grow 
with mass effect on surrounding structures. While recurrence 
rates are low, cases of diffuse lipoblastomatosis are more likely to 
recur and therefore may require further surgical oversight and 
longer follow-up. 

• Although a limitation of our study was small sample size, it is 
essential to remember that lipoblastoma is an uncommon 
neoplasm, and this review includes all the patients who presented 
to the Mayo Clinic, Rochester over a 30 year period. 

Conclusions
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Lipoblastoma is a rare benign neoplasm of infancy and childhood 
that originates from embryonic white fat. It is susceptible to local 
recurrences when incompletely resected and is more often found in 
males. It has been noted at multiple anatomic sites, including 
extremities, trunk, head and neck, mediastinum, axilla, gluteal 
region and abdomen. 

Diagnosis of lipoblastoma is usually made via histological 
examination from resection process, however, imaging modalities 
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US), 
computed tomography (CT) and plain radiography can be utilized to 
distinguish between soft tissue tumors. Their utility is reduced in 
distinguishing between the different lipomatous tumors. 

Lipoblastoma typically exists as well-circumscribed lesions 
encapsulated by a fibromembranous capsule which is able to 
completely resected. It can also exist as lipoblastomatosis, a more 
diffuse form that penetrates surrounding soft tissue, and is harder to 
control with complete resection. Histologically, the tumors are 
composed of embryonic mesenchymal cells, lipoblasts, spindle cells 
and mature adipocytes that are arranged in separate lobules 
divided by fibrous septa, as well as myxoid stroma containing a 
plexiform capillary network. 

Although liposarcomas account for less than 3% of soft tissue 
tumors in childhood and adolescence, it is important to make a 
distinction from lipoblastomas, due to the malignant nature and 
similar imaging profile of liposarcomas. Cytogenic analysis can be 
used to assist; in about 90% of lipoblastomas, rearrangement of the 
long arm of chromosome 8 in the PLAG1 oncogene is noted. 
Conversely, liposarcomas demonstrate translocation 
t(12;16)(q13:p11) with FUS/TLS-CHOP chimeric fusion protein or 
translocation t(12;22)(q13;q12) with EWSCHOP chimeric fusion 
protein. 

Background 

The electronic health record system at our institution was queried to 
identify all patients with lipoblastoma from January 1990 to March 
2020. Clinical, radiology, operative, pathology and genetic reports 
were examined. Demographics like age at presentation, gender, 
and race were noted. Preoperative data such as prior surgery, prior 
biopsy and use of various imaging modalities including MRI, US, CT 
and X-ray was reviewed. Features of the lesion including site, size, 
presentation, surgical findings, pathological findings and cytogenic 
reports was examined. Postoperative complications, follow-up and 
recurrence rates, associated co-morbidities and syndromes were 
also reviewed. 

Methods

Figure 1

Gross appearance of lipoblastoma. Tumor is well-circumscribed mass with 
a yellow-white, myxoid appearance. Fibrous septations demarcate lobules 
of mature adipose tissue. 
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Objectives
• To characterize and further improve our understanding of 

lipoblastoma through reporting one of the largest case series 

• To describe the clinicopathologic features of lipoblastoma 
essential in diagnosis and discernment between similar tumors 
such as malignant liposarcoma 

Tables 1-4

Anatomical site distribution - 13 cases in the extremities (65%), 4 
in the trunk (20%), 2 in the head and neck region (10%) and 1 in 
the inguinal region (5%). 

Figure 4

Affected side distribution- lesions presented as right-sided 
(n=10), left-sided (n=8), midline (n=1), and bilateral (n=1) 

Coronal MRI of the right shoulder indicating intramuscular mass lesion within 
the deltoid. Mass demonstrates homogeneous macroscopic fat signal with a 
nodular component along the medial aspect, seen as hypointensity in T1. 

Figure 3
• There were 14 males and 6 females (ratio  2.3). Age at diagnosis 

ranged from 6 months to 44 years. 2 cases were diagnosed during the 
first year of life, 13 between 1 to 9 years of age, 3 at 10 to 20 years of 
age, and 2 at over 20 years of age. 16 patients were Caucasian, 1 
was Hispanic, 1 was African American; unable to determine race of 2 
patients 

• Imaging included US in 6 patients, MRI in 14 patients, X-ray in 9 
patients, and CT in 4 patients. Six cases used 3 modalities, 6 cases 
used 2 modalities, 3 cases used only 1 modality (MRI). 

• Location reported in the lower extremity (N=8), upper extremity (N=5), 
trunk (N=4), head & neck (N=2), and inguinal region (N=1). Lesions 
presented as right-sided (n=10), left-sided (n=8), midline (n=1), and 
bilateral (n=1). Size ranged from 1.6 to 18 cm (mean 6.1). 17 of 20 
lesions were focal or circumscribed, 3 were of lipoblastomatosis.

• 5 patients had involvement of superficial structures (N=5 and 15 of  
deeper structures seen in 15 patients, including nervous structures 
(N=5), muscular structures only (N=6), osseous structures only (N=2), 
and both osseous and muscular structures (N=2). 

• All patients underwent complete surgical resection. Masses were 
reported to be lobulated (n=5), well-circumscribed (n=3), 
encapsulated (n=4) and tan yellow-white (n=4). Presence of mature 
adipocytes (n=3), fibrous septa (n=2), focal myxoid changes (n=2) and 
spindle cells (n=2). Pathological and histological descriptions often 
presented simultaneously.

• Chromosome 8 abnormalities observed in 6 cases, including 4 cases 
with translocation of 8q11-q13, 1 case with structural abnormality, and 
1 case with deletion of a portion of 8q. Nonspecific structural 
abnormalities were noted in 2 cases, and normal karyotype was noted 
in 4 cases. 

• Follow-up available for all except 2 patients. Recurrence noted on 
MRI in 1 patient a year after resection. Following re-resection, 
postoperative follow-up MRI was conducted 3 years later. 7 patients 
had follow-up imaging, including 5 MRIs, 1 CT and 1 X-ray. 18 
patients had follow-up visits between 2 weeks to 24 years. 3 patients 
with minor post-op complications, including 2 suture granulomas, and 
1 with atrophy of the region affected by original lesion. (Table 4).  

Results


